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Let f: [0, l] + [0, l] be a piecewise-linear continuous map. Let the slopes m,, 
i== 1 , . . . . 4 satisfy the condition that m,E { +rr~‘};U,~, rnc N, 1rnj > 1. Let 
Bti= {a/bpN:(a,p)= 1, p is prime a/bp“‘E[O, l]}, N>l, where we assume 
(tr, m) = 1. The main result states that f]“, has a bounded number of periodic orbits 
independent of N. 0 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
In this note we prove a result on the boundedness of the number of 
periodic orbits of certain piecewise-linear continuous maps on a domain 8, 
as N+co. 
Let f: [0, l] + [IO, 11 be a piecewise linear continuous map on the 
partition [ci, d,], i = 1, 2, . . . . n of [0, 1). Then 
f(X) = mix + bi, XE cc;, 41, 
where we assume b,, ci, ~,EQ and mie { +mi},:,, rnE N, [ml > 1. We 
further assume that no power off is identically f 1 on an interval. A suf- 
ficient condition for this is the existence ofje N such that inf,lfj(x)‘l > 1. 
Note that there exists b E Z such that bbi E Z, i = 1, 2, . . . . n. 
THEOREM. Let 8, = (a/bpN: (a, p) = 1, p is prime, a/bp”E [0, l]}, N> 1. 
We assume that (p, m) = 1. We shall also assume that (p, b) = 1, although 
the theorem can be proved without this assumption. Then, (i) all points in eN 
are eventually periodic under f, and (ii) the number of periodic orbits in 9, is 
bounded and independent of N. 
(Note, that if p ) m then points in 19~ with N sufficiently large go into an 
orbit of 0,,, where rI < r and r is the maximum exponent of m, i.e., 
lmil Km’, i = 1, 2, . . . . n, r E N). 
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Prooj We shall prove the result separately for p = 2 and p > 2. It is 
easy to see that f: 0, -+ ON, and since t),,,, is a finite set, it follows that all 
points in 19, are eventually perodic. Note that the cardinality of ON, I@*/, is 
IONI = d(bPN) = 46) PNP ‘(P - 11, 
where 4 is the Euler 4 function. Since the partition is finite, 
lm,l G m’, i = 1, 2, . . . . n; r E N 
Then if x E 8, is a periodic point with period k, f”(x) = x. Let x E 8,, i.e., 
x = u/bpN for some a and b, and (a, p) = 1. Then 
+ mkJ.x + B, = x, (1) 
where k, < rk and B, E Z. Thus, since the left-hand side of (1) is not 
identically x, it follows that mkl f 1 ~0, and that pN/mkl f 1. We now 
consider two cases. 
Case (1). p>2. Claim 1. Let pNJmkl f 1 (mkl f 1 ZO). Then the 
minimal value of k,=k,(N) is pNpm’k,(l), where k,(l) is the minimal 
value of k, > 0 such that 
plmkl+ 1 and p”‘/lm _ kl(l) + 1. 
Note that the theorem follows easily from this claim, since the number of 
periodic orbits in ON is less than or equal to 
leNI leNI Mb) pm’- ‘(P - 1) -= 
k,(N)/r pNpm’k,(l)/r= k,(l) ’ 
which is bounded and independent of N. 
To prove the claim we note that since p # 2, p divides at most one of 
mkl + 1. Furthermore, since p I rncpP I)‘* &- 1, it follows that both k,( 1) and 
m’ exist. First we shall show that 
(4 pNlmk I- 1 iff k, =apN~mm’kl(l), N3m’ 
(b) PN/Imk ‘-1 iffk,=apNp”‘k,(l), (a,p)=l, NZm’ 
(a similar result holds for pN) mkl + 1, with a odd). We prove (a) and (b) 
by induction. For N = m’, we have pm’ II mki(‘) - 1. Clearly pm’ I mukL(‘) - 1, 
and assume pm’ II mukl(‘) - 1. Since rnkl(‘) = 1 + a, p”‘, and (a,, p) = 1, 
makl(‘)- 1 = (1 +a,p”‘)“- 1 
=uu,p ln’ + LP”’ + I, 
and this is exactly divisible by pm’ iff (a, p) = 1, where L is an integer. Now 
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assume the result for N. We shall prove it for N + 1. Thus, assume 
P N+l lrn” - 1 (resp. pN+’ IImkl- 1). Then pNlmkl- 1 (pNIJmkl- I), and 
k, = upN-m’ k,( 1 ), by the induction hypothesis. 
Since 
mp N-m’k~(l) = 1 + u, f, (a,, PI = 1, 
it follows that mkl-l=(l+a,pN)“-l=u~,~N+L.‘~N+l, which is 
divisible (exactly) by pN + ’ iff p ( a(p 11 a), where L’ is an integer. This proves 
(a) and (b) and hence Claim 1. 
Case 2. p = 2. Then 2N ) mkl + 1. Clearly we may assume N > 3. Then 2N 
divides at most one of mkl f 1. 
Claim 2. (a) Let 2”’ 11 m* - 1 (note m’ > 3). Then 
2Nlmkl- 1 iff k, =u2N+1--m’, NBm’ 
2NIjmkl- 1 iff k, =u2N+‘-m’, (a, 2) = 1, N>, m’. 
(b) Let 2Nlmkl + 1. Then k, is arbitrary, and N< 1 (k, even), 
Nbm” (k, odd), where m= -1 +2”“u,, a, odd. 
To prove Claim 2, we note that (a) can be proven as above. To prove 
(b), we divide it into two cases: 
(i) k, even*2N(m2k2+ 1 (k, =2k,), 
2NJ(l +2”‘u,)k2+ 1, m’ > 3, a k, odd. 
Thus we are in the next case. (Note that m” as defined in the next case 
would then be 1.) 
(ii) k 1 odd. Let m = - 1 + 2”“‘~~. Then N < ml’ since 2N divides 
mkl + 1 = (- 1 + 2m”u2)k1 + 1 = k12”‘“u2 +R .2”“+ ‘, 
where R is an integer. 
The proof of the theorem follows as before, since if N is sufficiently large we 
are in (a) of Claim 2. The bound is then r&b) 2Np’/kl(N) = rtj(b) 2”‘-2. 
(If, for example, r = 1, and m’ = 3, this bound is 24(b).) Q.E.D. 
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f has slopes I~I 2, - 1. If m’ = 1, the bound in the theorem for this map is 
2(p - 1 )/k,( 1). If k, ( 1) = (p - 1)/2, this shows that the number of periodic 
orbits d 4. By considering the non-periodic points in this case we can show 
that the number of periodic orbits d 2. We have tabulated data for this 
map. On the basis of this data, we conjecture that in this case there is 
exactly one periodic orbit. This is the case for p = 3, p = 5, and Nd 7. 
